the purpose of this article is to explore a semantic field rarely developed in modern arabic linguistic studies,1 the relationship between language and space. one finds very early, in the Kitāb2 and even before,3 structured analysis of the way linguistic entities express different spatial values in arabic. these relations are typically locatives as al-iḥtiwāʾ "containment", which is represented by fī "in", or al-istiʿlāʾ, "superimposition", which is expressed by ʿalā, "on". but they can also be directional-laying stress on a trajectory description-with one of the following two values: al-ibtidāʾ "beginning", and al-intihāʾ "end", activated by min "from" and ʾilā "to".
i will here examine the semantic structure of fī with the aim of describing its spatial configuration as it has been developed in the Kitāb.4 as regards the specificities of his approach, i will first discuss a very short 1 among the rare studies on the question of the spatial meaning of the prepositions in arabic, one can cite the study of K.r. lentzner, Semantic and Syntactic Aspects of Arabic Prepositions (Michigan: university of texas, 1980). 2 Sībawayhi, Kitāb, (1) Le livre de Sībawaihi, ed. h. Derenbourg (paris: imprimerie nationale, 1881-9), (2) ed. ʿabd al-Salām Muḥammad hārūn. Maktabat al-Ḫānjī, (sd).
3 in a book which is commonly attributed to al-Ḫalīl, one finds a spatial analysis of ḥattā (p. 204-205) dealing with the question of the boundaries of ḥattā, which is a key point in trajectory definition, in the famous example: text of Sībawayhi without considering any predefined analysis. then, i will try to infer, from other examples and commentaries which i will comment on, the underlying structure that governs the spatial value of the preposition. Starting from the analysis later grammarians gave of his text, one can confirm that this approach has been universally valued by them. they developed a theory of the spatiality of the preposition by extending the perimeter of contexts in which the preposition could be used and giving a list of the parameters required for the definition of the semantic structure. So what are the distinctive features of Sībawayhi's approach to the spatiality of f ī ? what are the main parameters required to realize its semantic structure?
1. terminology in a very short passage on fi, Sībawayhi expresses a key notion which governed nearly everything he wrote about the spatial value of this preposition, which is al-wiʿāʾ, "the container":
., "Concerning fī, it expresses the meaning of the container, al-wiʿāʾ ".5 two observations have to be mentioned here. first, the term wiʿāʾ has been used in texts which are subsequent to al-Kitāb, by ibn al-Sarrāj:6 al-Uṣul, by al-Zajjājī,7 Ḥurūf al-maʿānī, by Māliqī,8 Raṣf al-mabāni and Maʿānī al-ḥurūf by al-rummānī.9 however, other grammarians like ibn yaʿīš10 in Šarḥ al-mufaṣṣal, al-astarābāḏī11 in Šarḥ al-kāfiya, ibn hišām12 in Muġni al-labīb and al-Zamaḫšarī in al-Mufaṣṣal,13 prefer another term, al-ẓarfiyya "the circumstance". the term wiʿāʾ so far has been less common, if not rarely used in most of the recent grammatical literature-particularly in grammar books-where one finds it replaced by another term, which is more general and less precise, i.e., al-ẓarfiyya, and from which two subcategories derive: al-ẓarfiyya al-makāniyya and al-ẓarfiyya al-zamāniyya
